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We are what we repeatedly do. 
then, not an act, but 

-Aristotle





"If you are not willing to learn, 

no one can help you. 

If you are determined to learn, 

no one can stop you.“

-Anonymous



• This leads to personal responsibility

• Ownership

• Accountability

• This is teaching athletes to be coachable

• This will determine your Team Culture







R Factor disciplines:



If you run into a wall, don’t turn around and 
give up. Figure out how to climb it, go through 
it, or work around it.” – Michael Jordan





“Get Comfortable being Uncomfortable!”

(That’s where everything happens)



Leaders create culture

Culture Drives Behavior

Behavior Produces Results







Relentless Effort (not talent or intelligence) is 
the key to achieving great things in life.

Struggle is part of the process

It is hard and often painful









Elite is not about how talented you are

Elite is about how tough you are

Success is cumulative and progressive























If you want to win in the future…

You must win the grind today… 

And tomorrow and the next day and the next…



“Pain is inevitable. Suffering is optional.”

- Haruki Murakami



Enjoy the grind!



PRACTICE
LIKE A 

CHAMPION

PRACTICE
LIKE A 

CHAMPION
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Elite performance requires elite preparation

How you practice, is how you’ll compete



Developing skill requires lots of reps

Developing skill requires lots of reps



Wire

Insulation

Myelin Sheath

Axon









https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fW8amMCVAJQ
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Align yourself with the Coach

Align yourself with the top 10%



Believe aligning with top 10% is worth it

If your habits don’t reflect your goals, change 
your habits, or your goals



Highest performances require deepest beliefs

Belief creates vision

Belief creates strength of will



Belief creates resilience

Belief ignites and activates

Under competitive pressure, strong belief will 
pull your performance up (weak>down)



Shared belief empowers a team to 
operate at full capacity



Event + Response = Outcome

Culture Blueprint defines expected behaviors



Growth Mindset develops grit

Competitive Excellence requires 
Relentless Practice of the 

Correct Skills
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Strive to 

Choose Success


